CITE System Benefits
Introduction:
Phrazer is based on Communication and Information Theory Empowered (CITE)
methods that have proven to be the first effective strategy to harmonize patient and
system performance across all demographies. The opportunity yield for efficiency,
efficacy and performance benefits at low cost is nearly unlimited.

The ability to engage and provide equal service to patients from all ages, languages,
literacies and cultures offers powerful benefits. Phrazer as a capable platform that
harmonizes resources and tasks has a tremendous capacity for reducing the cost of
business.
Helping staff to work at top of licensure with reliable interactions and realtime guides
opens a new, broad freeway of innovation and adherence. The staff and resource
benefits can ultimately free frozen opportunities in care to provide new and more
effective solutions.
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Phrazer Platform Benefits
Phrazer as a platform offers special capabilities such as multithreaded communication
and coordination pathways that provide realtime relevant communications between
patient, staff and resources. The fully vetted, qualified and proven platform provides the
following special benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical Grade
Regulatory Civil Rights Coverage
CITE-Methodologies
Reduction of Translation Errors and Service Needs
Reduction of Charting Time
Reduction of Point Solutions
Reduction of Costs for Staff Education
Process Adherence
Continuity and Quality of Care
Meets Infectious Disease Control Standards
New Reimbursement Pathways

Phrazer has been employed and proven effective within many healthcare systems and
departments including the Emergency Department of Mayo Clinic Health System in
Austin.
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Phrazer Financial Benefits
The following calculations serve to illustrate the financial benefits associated with
a Phrazer implementation. Patient encounters are based on Mayo Clinic Austin’s
annual statistics and combined with ED specific averages. Additional values
provided by MCHS can be used to further define the business case.

Relative Service Costs:
In every use case Phrazer is effectively employed to perform in concert with staff and
the medical record. Phrazer performs vital repetitive tasks while allowing staff to focus
more on manual interactions. The overall result is enhanced continuity and quality of
care while simultaneously reducing costs. Below are a few examples of current use
cases at Mayo Clinic Health System Austin. Calculations are considered in English only
with one staff member and without EMR integration.

There are additional financial and harmonization benefits when engaging LEP patients
with Phrazer. The following calculation shows five examples and the associated annual
cost saving opportunities.
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Phrazer Financial Benefits
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Phrazer Financial Benefits
Increased Revenue Opportunities:
Phrazer effectively operationalizes and consistently applies reimbursable protocols
across all demographies without interruption to patient flow and staff performance.

Example CPT Codes 99281-99285: ED visit for the evaluation and management of a
patient requires the following key components: history, examination, medical decision
making, and counseling/coordination of care. Phrazer accurately gathers the information
(comprehensive History - History of Present Illness, Past, Family, and Social History,
and Chief Complaint) and documents it in the EMR with a timestamp to meet the
requirements for reimbursement. Phrazer provides additional benefits related to
counseling/coordination of care activities by offering patient and family education.
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Phrazer Financial Benefits
Relative Revenue:
Phrazer is an established solution for operationalizing reimbursable protocols. Phrazer
benefits include significantly increased compliance rate and patient coverage as well as
reduction of downcoding. Though conventional methods have the same revenue
opportunity they lack the ability to operationalize the effort. Further if conventional
application could operationalize the service it would result in a net negative outcome
due to cost of application.

Net Positive Revenue:
Reimbursement protocols provided via Phrazer result in significant net positive revenue
instead of a net loss via traditional methods.
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